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The aim of this project was to improve the scaffold stability and thus scaffold printing with high shape
fidelity, while keeping or even improving the hMSC/osteoblast cell viability and cell spreading. For this
purpose, firstly we worked on 30 bioprinting of 0.8%alg scaffolds containing different amounts of GO.
Then, work focused on implementation of the printing conditions (such as fiber diameter, pore size) for
the fabrication of 30 bioprinted cell-laden bone defect scaffolds. Scaffold morphological analysis were
performed to assess the p'rintability and accuracy of 0.8%alg scaffolds containing GO. Meanwhile, ink
biocompatibility test were also performed. The incorporation of graphene oxide proved to increase
shape fidelity of the printed scaffolds by counteracting the shrinkage problem of the previous scaffolds.
The cell viability seems to have increased for the graphene composite scaffolds compared to the no
graphene oxide group as well. A defect model using these hydrogels were also designed and evaluated
for the scaffold morphology where the graphene oxide,incorporated groups showed higher shape fidelity
and lower shrinkage.
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Experience Report
(Please tell us about your personal experience at the host university and give us an evaluation
of the benefits of the research stav for the course of vour studies)
Here I was able to obtain invaluable experience regarding bioprinting and had access to ah vitro.
lab which I would not have been able to elsewhere. The group was very welcoming and helpful
to incoming students. I would not have been able to gain the experiences of cell culture or
bioprinting in my host university which made this extremely beneficial for my studies. It was an
opportunity to see how a research project is structured, planned and presented. My supervisors
were helpful in answering any questions I might have or any guidance I might need. It was a
great opportunity to combine what I learned theoretically on my first year of studies with lab
experience.
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